Talleres Radioeléctricos Querol, S.L.

Self contained Emergency SIGN
SERIE MIZAR SP

Technical Characteristics:
-

-

Supply 230V~ 50/60Hz.
Maintained.
Stand by and re-start via Telemando( TM).
Green Led indicating, the Battery re-charging.
Illumination via High luminosity white led.
Stabilized current of Led (constant current control).
Visibility 25 mts. (As per NORM UNE-EN 1838).
Autonomy 3 hours.
Battery Ni-Cd 6V – 0,8Ah.
Luminous Flux: 2 lm.
Cos ϕ = 0,8.
Protection Grade IP40.
Connection via ∅6 mm cable.
Overload & end of battery discharge protection.
Class II Luminary.
Metacrilate Diffuser of 8 mm width.
Frontal, lateral mounting & suspended via cable.
Pictograms & mounting accessories included.

Technical Drawing:

IP40

F

Norms Applied:
-

CE marked as per 73/23 CEE y 89/336 CEE.
UNE-EN 60598-2-22
UNE-EN 60598-1
UNE-EN 1838

Installation:
-

Place the 2 polycarbonate pictograms (one per side) and fix them to the metacrilate diffuser
by the means of 4 plastic screws included.(see the fig)
Install the luminary as required (wall, or ceiling) as indicated in the fig.
Make the connections of the supply, hiding the cable in the gap in the upper as indicated in
the fig.
Switch On the Power and verify that the Pictograms and the green led indicating the
battering charging are illuminated.
The Luminary will not respond to its complete autonomy until 24 hours, as the batteries are
supplied Discharged

Maintenance:
-The Batteries should be changed once their duration gets inferior to the assigned.)
-The Batteries and the electronic components should be re-cycled or eliminated in an adequate
way.
-Before doing any maintenance operation, please make sure that the Main supply is switched
off and the
luminary is in STAND BY Position.
-To change the battery, remove the cover, disconnect & remove the battery accordingly, as
indicated in the fig.

Models Available:
Model

Dim.

Pictogram

Visibility

Type

MIZAR SP1

240x120

DOWN

25 mts.

Maintained

MIZAR SP2

240x120

LEFT / RIGHT

25 mts.

Maintained

MIZAR SP3

240x120

EXIT SIGN

25 mts.

Maintained

PICTOGRAMS:
MIZAR SP1

MIZAR SP2

MIZAR SP3

Installation:
Mounting the Pictograms:

Connection of Supply:

Lateral mounting on the wall:

Frontal mounting on the wall:

Ceiling mounting ( suspended with chain)

Change of battery:

ceiling mounting (direct):

Connection diagram:

